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Abstract
Financial inclusion is a priority in most developing countries. While the inclusion approaches may
differ, the primary aim remains enrolling the unbanked into the formal economy. This paper adopts
Critical Realism as a lens to compare the efforts of two inclusion models; M-PESA from Kenya and e-
zwich in Ghana. The findings reveal that while both models do not provide the infrastructure for
people to build trust, the enrolment successes of both models differ significantly.
Keywords: Critical Realism, e-zwich, financial inclusion, mobile money, M-PESA, trust
1 Introduction
The United Nations (UN) eight millennium goals with the accompanying fifteen targets (MDGs) in
many respects guide the development agenda of most developing countries (DCs). Financial inclusion
comes under the eighth goal and target 8A to: “... Develop a global partnership for development: Tar-
get 8A: Develop further an open, rule-based, predictable, non-discriminatory trading and financial sys-
tem” (United Nations, 2006). Both Ghana and Kenya are signatories to the MDGs. In Kenya, the fi-
nancial inclusion platform that has stood out, M-PESA was launched in March 2007 as a public-sector
challenge grant from U.K. government's Department for International Development (DFID) (Hughes
& Lonie, 2007). In Ghana, e-zwich was launched in 2008 (Bank of Ghana, 2008a) with one of the
primary goals to create the first biometrically regulated cashless economy in the world (Breckenridge,
2010, p. 642). While M-PESA has been globally recognized as successful, the success of e-zwich has
been questioned. This paper seeks to compare and contrast the two inclusion models with a view to
drawing some lessons for e-zwich. Specifically, the paper seeks to answer the following primary re-
search question: “How can e-zwich be made more relevant for the small merchant and the unbanked to
facilitate financial inclusion in Ghana?”
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows; section 2 presents the literature review on the
theories underpinning the research Information and Communication Technology for Development
(ICT4D) and Critical Realism (CR), financial inclusion and issues that the unbanked have to contend
with such as identification, creditworthiness and trust; section 3 describes e-zwich; section 4 describes
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M-PESA, section 5 compares and contrasts M-PESA and e-zwich, section 6 presents the findings, and
section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Literature review
2.1 Approaches to ICT for development (ICT4D)
The notion of development is contested. According to the modernisation theory of economic growth,
Gross National Product (GNP) or Per Capita Income (PCI) is a valid measure of human development.
Development economics on the other hand considers human development as being concerned with
human well-being and freedoms. The latter notion of development focuses on building individual ca-
pabilities (Sein & Harindranath, 2004). There are two different paradigms within development eco-
nomics: (1) the economic, social and environmental vulnerabilities approach and (2) the capabilities
approach (Loh, 2013). The vulnerability approach views development in terms of the insecurity of the
well-being of individuals, households or communities in the face of a changing environment (Moser,
1996). A low opportunity for social mobility, such as reduction of asset possession, constitutes social
vulnerability. Economic vulnerability refers to a low economic opportunity, such as family income
below the poverty line. Environmental vulnerability is demonstrated by exposure to natural disasters,
such as human activities which make a country’s natural surroundings susceptible to hostile environ-
mental threats, for example, surface mining in several places in Ghana that contaminate local drinking
water. ICT has been shown to mitigate the vulnerabilities, for example, McNamera (2003) described a
framework to reduce healthcare vulnerabilities (Loh, 2013).
Escobar (1985); Esteva (1992); Haq (1995); Sen (1999) have criticised the modernization theory of
development as something done to people instead of involving them. Sen (1999) proposed the capa-
bilities approach to development which prescribes five distinct freedoms: political, economic facilities,
social opportunities, transparency guarantees, and protective security The central tenets of the capa-
bilities approach are the capability of the individual to lead whatever life they have reason to value;
and that the “end of development” should be to develop the human (O’Hearn, 2009). This work guided
the design of the United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP) Human Development Index
(HDI). HDI uses GDP, in addition to life-expectancy, adult literacy and educational enrolment, to
measure positive change (Loh, 2013).
Loh (2013) explains that both vulnerability and capability paradigms can be applied to the same de-
velopment project; and “suggests the acceptance that all of these viewpoints will and should continue
to coexist within the realms of the academic and practitioner communities for the benefit of this new
and emerging field called ICT4D.” This paper has an inclination towards both approaches.
2.2 Critical Realism
Philosophy helps humans to gain knowledge about their environment and their belief systems and
make sense of the belief systems of others. Our view of reality underpins what we consider valid
knowledge and this in turn informs our theoretical perspective and methodology. A person’s philoso-
phy may affect what this person regards as reality and what is not reality; what is seen and what is not
seen. It also helps to show what shapes their view of reality. This paper adopted a Critical Realist phi-
losophy to compare M-PESA and e-zwich.
CR is philosophy of science that offers a three layer stratification of reality – real, actual and empiri-
cal. The real refers to social structures, natural objects, material artefacts such as M-PESA and e-
zwich, and conceptual entities such as language, opinions, and goals that exist independent of our per-
ception of them. The real generates events/outcomes that constitute the actual layer, such as the obser-
vation by IMANI, the poor patronage of e-zwich point of sale (POS) terminals and the resulting in-
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convenience of Ghanaian merchants having to service and power-up machines that were effectively
useless (IMANI, 2010). These events/outcomes, however, may or may not be observable. The empiri-
cal, consists of the portion of the actual that is observed. CR illustrates how our perception of the real
is necessarily fallible as it depends on our interpretations of what we see. This means that the Critical
Realist researcher needs to understand the organizational effects/outcomes associated with introducing
new structures (e.g., new payment framework). How events occur can be viewed as understanding the
generative mechanisms associated with these structures. The mechanisms can be uncovered using ret-
roduction (Volkoff & Strong, 2013, p. 820).
2.3 Critical Realism: The root causes for exclusion and needs
The real refers to social structures, natural objects, material artefacts, and conceptual entities such as
language, opinions, and goals that exist independent of our perception of them. In the next sub-
sections, the real context in which e-zwich exists is identified.
2.3.1 Identification of individuals
The ability to identify individuals is a pre-requisite for opening bank account and access to credit. The
primary barrier to formal financial inclusion is know-your-customer (KYC) requirements of financial
institutions, that is birth certificate, passport, driver’s license, and social security number to show iden-
tity and other documents, which are much lower for the mobile banking services. 90 percent of un-
banked adults would not be able to meet basic KYC requirements for a bank account (CGAP, 2011).
Hughes & Lonie (2007) explain Vodafone considered using POS and magnetic stripe cards but went
against the idea because of cost, maintenance issues, scalability and accessibility reasons. It was ex-
plained, “there was not a hope that the poorer and more remote areas could afford to participate.”
However, in Ghana, where identification of individuals, is a problem a biometric smart card was nec-
essary. At the start of the twenty-first century Ghana was failing to issue birth certificates to more than
70 per cent of its people (Breckenridge, 2010). Kenya was failing to register 19 percent of her citizens
born in the urban areas and 43 percent of those born in the rural areas by  2003 (UNICEF, 2003).
2.3.2 Rating financial history (creditworthiness)
Credit score has been devised to represent an individual’s creditworthiness. Credit score is now re-
garded as one of the most important measures of an individual’s creditworthiness, used by banks, mo-
bile phone companies, insurance companies, credit card companies and even government agencies to
evaluate the potential risk posed by lending money to consumers. It helps determine who qualifies for
a loan, at what interest rate, and maximum amount of the credit. It may even be used to determine
which customers are likely to bring in the most financial reward to the lender. The following elements
go into the determination of a credit score: payment history (35%), amounts owed (30%), length of
credit history (15%), credit mix in use (10%) and new credit (10%) (Wells Fargo, 2015).
2.3.3 Trust
Trust has been identified as a vital component of any financial arrangement especially when it has to
do with credit and payment. Chenault (2009) asserts “my second takeaway is that, at its core, the pay-
ments business is dependent on a very basic element - trust” and Martin (2013) explains it succinctly
“not the metal, but trust.” Trust is made up of identification, to meet Know Your Customer (KYC)
requirements of financial institutions; and financial history to build creditworthiness; that allow finan-
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cial institutions to believe in someone (trust) to give credit (McKnight & Chervany, 2000). In this pa-
per trust and credit are used interchangeably. The e-zwich requirement for fingerprints for all transac-
tions is an essential element for establishing trust but not the only thing; a history showing previous
credit and a pattern of repayment is requisite in establishing creditworthiness. The research postulates,
lack of trust, which has basic elements of identity and financial history, is one of the major factors that
could be contributing to the exclusion of the unbanked from the formal financial institutions in Ghana.
2.3.4 The unmet financial needs of small merchants and the unbanked poor
Current inclusion model has been exclusive to the urban and middle class. E-zwich and current mobile
money products in Ghana continue to cater mainly to the urban middle and upper classes to the exclu-
sion of lower income groups (Poku, Adu, & Osei-Asibe, 2014). Mobile money (MM) has only been
successful in creating more financial avenues for the banked but it is yet to become an important tool
for the unbanked in Ghana. In Ghanaian urban areas, 61 percent of adults have formal financial prod-
ucts, while in rural areas only 26 percent do (Dzokoto & Appiah, 2014, p.40-41). Even though 83 per-
cent of the banked has a transactional product, only 31 percent carried out transactions using these
products. It can be deduced that, a sizeable percentage of the banked population is therefore under-
banked (CGAP, 2011).
Opportunity for large remittances and payments has been limited and costly. In 2014 more than $2.0
billion came into Ghana in the form of foreign remittances for individuals. Remittance fees averaged
19.0% for Ghana (World Bank, 2013). Clearly, there is an opportunity for a low cost service provider
in the remittance space.
The main problem of the small merchant, and the poor unbanked is that they have a need to make
large or lump-sum payments due to whatever reason – planned, accident, emergency, etc. but lack the
means to fulfilling this need. By lump-sum it is meant an amount one cannot normally afford at a mo-
ment’s notice given one’s source of income. For example, a GHc2000 school fees for one’s ward, for a
person making GHc400 a month. There are 3 ways to make such lump sum payments – pay in ad-
vance, pay now, and pay later.
The income stream of the elderly is unpredictable and the unbanked have varied ways of managing
their income. Rutherford, 1999; Wilson, Harper, & Griffith (2010) describe how poor people in vari-
ous countries around the world manage their money and the financial services available to them. The
following three financial services – savings, loans and insurance were identified as available to the
poor. The various formal and informal financial institutions made up of deposit collectors, money-
lenders and savings groups that serve the poor are also described. CFI (2015) describes how the in-
come of the elderly is unpredictable and varied; and the financial services available to help them cope
with old age and how they use these services to their benefit. The report identified pension as the main
financial service the elderly needs the most.
Saving groups have been identified as a way to help the poor and the old meet their unmet financial
needs, that is, savings, credit, insurance and pension. The researchers postulate that savings groups can
be efficient mechanism to help the unbanked establish credit as members encourage each other and the
aggregated savings make micro-payments more efficient. Furthermore, savings groups when organ-
ized into associations can facilitate social action and change (Rutherford, 1999; Wilson et al., 2010).
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2.3.5 Branchless Banking (BB)
BB represents a significantly cheaper alternative to formal branch-based banking that allows financial
institutions and their commercial partners to offer financial services outside formal financial institution
premises by using delivery channels like retail agents and mobile banking. BB use has the potential to
substantially increase the financial services outreach to the unbanked (Bank of Ghana, 2008b). Agency
banking describes an economic model whereby a bank partners with retail agents such as shops, stores
and pharmacies to extend financial services and products to their clients (Botsio, 2014).
2.3.6 Digital Currency and Blockchain
Current banking and financial services arrangements is such that those who can least afford it are
charged the most because of perceived risk. The average cost of sending money from South Africa is
15%, Saudi Arabia 4.13%, and USA 6.04% (World Bank, 2015a). However, it costs in excess of 24%
to transfer money from Ghana to Nigeria (World Bank, 2015b). Digital currency, using block chains,
promises to reduce the cost associated with payments. It is free to transfer funds from anywhere to
anywhere with Uphold, a digital currency company, which uses blockchain technology to secure
transactions (Roberts, 2015). Digital currency is an electronic based medium of exchange. A block-
chain is a secured public ledger, an accounting system, that stores all transactions submitted to a dedi-
cated network (Swan, 2015).
3 E-zwich: The World's First Biometric Money
E-zwich offers deposit taking financial institutions (universal banks, rural banks and savings and
loans) a platform to interoperate. The capability to authenticate in real time or offline ensures that e-
zwich services can be accessed in all parts of the country whether or not the area has good communi-
cations network. Transactions such as cash deposits, cash withdrawals and sales, can be completed
offline and therefore these transactions are possible in the remotest part of the country (Bank of
Ghana, 2014). The fingerprint authentication benefits from the highest security standards because any
transaction that involves the transfer of funds requires fingerprint verification of the cardholder. The
benefit of this system is that even if the card is lost or stolen no one else can use it and no funds will be
moved from their account. An advantage is improved security; however, it comes at the cost of driving
away a lot of micro-payments and those without access to e-zwich POS devices.
H1: The thesis postulates the need to define some threshold where transaction amounts below the
threshold are exempted from the fingerprint requirement.
4 M-PESA Overview
M-PESA is a payment system which, by all accounts, has been successful and doing so well in Kenya
(Economist, 2013; Morawczynski, 2011; Mugambi, Njunge, & Yang, 2014). M-PESA lets people de-
posit, send, and withdraw funds on their mobile phones. Mobile money transfer may be described as
the use of a mobile device to send and receive monetary value. This definition does not specify the
intended use of the transfer. Mobile payment refers to the use of a mobile device to “initiate, authorize,
and confirm an exchange of financial value in return for goods and services” (Carton, Hedman,
Damsgaard, Tan, & McCarthy, 2011). Mobile payments mostly occur in the context of person-to-
business (P2B) and business-to business (B2B) transactions, while money transfers are often made
from person to person. Mobile money refers to both a transfer and payment (Mugambi et al., 2014,
p.17).
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4.1 Factors Leading to M-PESA’s Growth
The Kenyan presidential election of December 2007 was disputed; leading to violence and more than
600,000 displaced. Physical movement of goods and money across the country sometimes became
impossible. The accompanying shortages caused prices to increase whilst money became difficult to
access and circulate. This great demand for cash helped accelerate the adoption of M-PESA as it “in-
stigated new usages for the M-PESA application” (Morawczynski, 2011).
M-PESA is convenient, fast, secure, accessible and above all cost less when compared with the
competition. And these advantages were the driving force in favour of its adoption at the individual
level (Mugambi et al., 2014). Therefore, the thesis makes the following hypothesis:
H2: Making the loading of cash unto e-zwich free will increase the adoption and use of e-zwich
Government regulators initially allowed M-PESA to proceed without formal approval on an experi-
mental basis. This decision gave impetus to the service’s launch and growth. At the time, 50 percent of
Kenyan households didn’t have bank accounts and high unemployment necessitated the need for
money transfer, and these together provided a ready market for a service like M-PESA (Mugambi et
al. 2014). The service also benefited from network effects, that is, the more people who used it; the
more it made sense for others to sign up for it (Economist, 2013).
5 Compare and Contrast M-PESA and E-zwich
This section compares and contrasts M-PESA with e-zwich given the reality identified above using
CR. Items 1-3 of Table 1 below describes how each system provides the necessary infrastructure for
the unbanked to build trust.
M-PESA e-zwich
1. Identification of individuals  Individual is not uniquely iden-
tified.
 Mobile simcard identification
 Individual uniquely identified.
 Biometric fingerprint identifica-
tion
2. Rating financial history
(creditworthiness)
 Transaction history is captured by both. However, transaction history
does not qualify as financial history because they lack categorization
which ties these transactions together to show a history of previous
credit and a pattern of repayment. The history helps create some level
of creditworthiness that is used by some financial institutions.
3. Trust  Both help build some level of trust by providing means of identifica-
tion and creation of creditworthiness.
4. The unmet financial needs of
small merchants and the un-
banked poor
 Makes provision for the un-
banked to save money, buy in-
surance, contribute towards
pension and provides means of
payment other than by cash.
 More successful in meeting the
financial needs of small mer-
chants and the unbanked poor
in Kenya.
 Stores the value as e-float with
a custodial bank.
 Transaction can only be com-
 Allows the unbanked to save
money, buy insurance, contrib-
ute towards pension and pro-
vides means of payment other
than by cash.
 The POS fingerprint require-
ment means a great many small
merchants are not able to use it.
 Stores the monetary value on
the e-zwich card, which is is-
sued by a bank.
 Transactions can be completed
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pleted online both online and offline.
5. Branchless Banking  Both make use of retail agents such as shops and gas stations who pro-
vide support and cash-in/cash-out services to customers.
6. Digital Currency and Block-
chain
 Both systems rely mostly on traditional financial institutions to func-
tion therefore depriving their customers the benefits of blockchain e.g.
cheap international money transfers.
Table 1. Comparing M-PESA with e-zwich using Critical Realism.
6 Findings
M-PESA and e-zwich have helped with getting the unbanked people accounts where they are now able
to send and receive money and other financial services. Both provide some form of identification and
electronic history that helps to build trust (Realini & Mehta, 2015, p. 193-200). However, these are not
enough, the payments and savings transactions are already being captured; what is needed is just a lit-
tle work to tie all these transactions together to provide financial history, which all financial institu-
tions can depend on. Both financial inclusion systems on their own or together do not provide the en-
tire infrastructure for people to build trust and create a sustainable financially inclusive system. Most
unbanked, even when they have MM accounts, will not meet KYC requirements. At some point in
time, the unbanked will have the need to do large payment but will lack the capacity to do so and thus
a need for formal financial institutions. Cost was found to be a major determinant for adoption, e-
zwich charges to load money on to the system, M-PESA does not. Remittance fees is excessive; there
is an opportunity to design a low cost service, using blockchain, to reduce cost and make electronic
money attractive to a great majority of Ghanaians. Agents were found to be one of the success factors
for M-PESA; involving small merchants and churches will facilitate the adoption of e-zwich.
E-zwich can be made relevant for the small merchant and the unbanked when there are services that
help them reduce transaction cost, build trust; reduce their vulnerabilities and build their capacities to
enjoy more freedoms. The research postulates that e-zwich, so far, has not been used to help address
the needs of a great majority of the Ghanaian population and hence it’s slow adoption. E-zwich’s re-
quirements for POS and fingerprint authentication, for every transaction, has meant a great many small
merchants and their customers have been excluded from its usage.
7 Conclusion
The research sought to glean lessons from the successes and failures of M-PESA and e-zwich to build
a better model. The paper described the unmet financial needs of small merchants and the poor
unbanked in Ghana as; saving, credit, insurance (health, life and property), pension, a system that
supports micro payments, assumes the only means of communication and processing information is
via the mobile phone and means of payment other than by cash. The paper described how e-zwich,
compared with M-PESA, has failed to provide critical value-added services and could therefore be a
cause for the slow adoption of e-zwich. Specifically, the identified barrier to formal financial
institution is postulated as lack of trust: government’s KYC policy (identification among them) and
lack of financial history (creditworthiness).
Further research will seek to investigate hypotheses H1 and H2; and understand the effect of the main
obstacles that were identified (trust). The lessons learned are expected to contribute to the building of
a sustainable financial inclusive model in Ghana’s emerging economy.
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